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Students face health
insurance issues
post graduation

MINISH

By Jess James
Reporter

Ryan Bort
Reporter

to make when applying for graduation.
"Check yours DARS report," Kline said. "A lot of
times students assume or think they have met a
hile many students may think gradu- requirement that they actually have not."
The Degree Audit Requirement System (DARS)
ation is simply a matter of completing
the course requirements on that pink report is something every student has access to
piece of paper, then tossing your cap through their MyBGSU account. It shows a student
all the classes required of them, as well as which
in May, it is not quite that simple.
-Students must complete an application process classes they have or have not taken. This report is a
through their College to determine if they are eli- very useful tool when preparing to apply for graduation.
gible for graduation.
For students looking to graduate, there are simple
Robert Kline, an academic advisor for the
College of Arts and Sciences, has dealt with many steps to take to ensure the walk in May.
students and seen all the mistakes students tend

insurance policy
forever..."
Christopher Dave | Alumni

carries no health insurance. He
said being burdened with health
insurance policies is too expensive for graduates to afford, especially when the job market is so
competitive.
"With my parents' health insurance policy, I would be insured
until one month after I graduSee INSURANCE I Page 2

in popularity, offers
homemade salsa

REVIEW YOUR DARS REPORT
Check your DARS report and review it with your advisor. You should look for classes you still need,
internships you need to complete and if you have met the required amount of credit hours. You should
check your actual report and i lot rely solely on your personal records.

DOUBLE CHECKING YOUR TRANSCRIPTS

Locally owned Stadium Salsa is sold in 160 retail
locations, the official salsa of the Toledo Mud Hens

If you are a transfer student, you need to make sure the University has a record of your transcripts from
your previous university and you need to know exactly what credits transferred.

By Zich G»«
Reporter

YOU MUST APPLY
This is done by clicking the link "Apply for Graduation" in your MyBGSU account, then following the
prompts. The deadline for application of May 2010 graduation was January 22, but some colleges do accept
late paper copies for consideration.

DON'T FORGET THE APPLICATION FEE
There is a $35 application fee to graduate regardless of what college you are in. The $35 fee will be added
to your bursar bill automatically when you apply, so you do not need to worry about arranging any type
of payment.

ALL THERE IS LEFT TO DO IS WALK
Once you have been approved for graduation and you have passed all of your classes, the only thing left
to do is to get your diploma. Graduation dates are set by which college you graduate from and the dates
are listed below.

HAVEN'T APPLIED?

If you are eligible for May graduation andliavenot applied yet, Kline said the best advice would be to talk to
the office of your college. Many colleges accept paper copies after the deadline for consideration and are willing
to work out a solution with students.

Student employees cruicial resource for businesses
"Try to convey to your prospective employer
how much you would really enjoy working at
that particular position. That's probably the
key element I'm looking for."
Greg Halamay | Finder's Records

but previous experience is not
new employees.
"Students are at least fifty per- the deciding factor in a lot of
cent of our workforce," Halamay cases.
"Try to convey to your prosaid. "Previous retail experience
spective employer how much
in general is very, very helpful."
Many students do not have a you would really enjoy worklot of previous work experience, ing at that particular position,"

CAMPUS

FORUM

USG discusses union issue

Tea Party movement ethnocentri

USG remained neutral on the issue

Faculty columnist Patrick Saunders offers his

break when it was accepted
as the exclusive salsa at Fifth
Third Field, the home of the
Toledo Mud Hens. Fifth Third
Stadium prides itself in carrying several locally-owned products in addition to Stadium
Salsa. These products include
Tiffin's Ballreigh's potato chips,
North Toledo's Stanley's Market,
Elmore's Tank's Meats and
Fremont's Root's Poultry, according to General Manager of Food
and Beverage of the Toledo Mud
Hens Craig Nelson.
Nelson said Fifth Third
Stadium carries these locally
owned products because they
are the best products for their
fans.
"ILocally-owned businesses!
use the best and freshest ingredients," said Nelson. "The companies that regionalize here is
what the community recognizes. People are comfortable with
these products."
Shephardsaidhisbusinesshas
expanded and is now sold in six
states, including Ohio. Michigan,

From a local kitchen to the
shelves of retail stores ranging
across the Midwest, Stadium
Salsa adds a little spice to life.
Stadium Salsa is a locally
owned Bowling Green business, started in founder Greg
Shepherd's kitchen. Along with
his wife, Heather, Shepherd
began making salsa eight years
ago. They started selling it as
Stadium Salsa three years ago.
"Westartedmakingsalsainour
kitchen for family and friends,"
Shepherd said. "We would take it
to family gatherings, parties and
especially tailgating events."
Shepherd, a resident of Wood
county, decided after five years
of making salsa for family and
friends it was time for a bigger
venue for his product.
According to Stadium Salsa's
Web site, www.stadiumsalsa.
com, thesalsacreated in Bowling
Green has found its way to the
shelves of over 160 retail locations, including Kroger stores
throughout Ohio.
Stadium Salsa got its big

boo SALSA

Student can check
e-mail, texts, University
home page for class
cancellations

system, e-mail, the University's home page
and the local media, said Ed Whipple.
vice president of Student Affairs, in an
e-mail to students yesterday The e-mail
announced any decision to close or cancel
evening classes will be made by 3 p.m.

Due to the anticipation of heavy snowfall today and tomorrow, the University
will be announcing any school cancellations by 6.30 am

Whipple said students should watch
their e-mail and Blackboard before heading to class for individual teacher cancella-

See BUSINESS | Page 2

Students will be notified of any school
cancellations through the Alert8G text

CAMPUS BRIEF

SPORTS
Falcons strive to even season
The Falcon hockey team looks to even
the season series tonight in Ann Arbor

views on the Tea Party movement's protests,

choosing a side would create more

calling the conservative protesting fearful,

after a 2-1 home loss to Michigan last

ethnocentric and lacking in logic | Page 4

week | Pag* 6

tions of classes

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What will you do with ypur day if there is a snow day?

P

MORGAN SHEPARD
freshman. Marketing
' Go sledding." | Page 4

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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Halamay said. "That's probably
the key element I'm looking for."
Christy Johnson is the
founder and general manager
of The Cookie Jar, located at
130 E. Court St. Uke Halamay.
lohnson believes enthusiasm
and motivation go a long way in
finding a job. lohnson looks for
employees who enjoy going to
work and are genuinely happy
to be there.
"We work really hard, but we
play really hard, too," lohnson

of collective bargaining, claiming that

k

your parents' health

Local business grows

GUARANTEEING GRADUATION

enemies than necessary | Page 5

"You can't be under

After graduation, insurance
issues plight many University
graduates.
Health coverage rates for
University graduates are continuing to be an increasing
problem many students are concerned about. The University's
Student Health Insurance policy gives students a one month
grace period after graduation
before they are dropped from
the University's coverage plan.
These strict policies leave students questioning how necessary health insurance really is,
and how they can afford it.
Christopher Dave is a 2009
University alumni and currently

Graduation is fast approaching; here are the steps to take towards success

In a struggling economy, there
are less jobs available for students, so it is important for students to know what employers
are looking for in order to distinguish themselves.
Finder's Records, located at
128 N. Main St., has relied heavily on student employees since
opening in 1971. Owner Greg
Halamay understands how
valuable student employees can
be for his business and he looks
at several criteria when hiring

A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community
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their options are limited. The
"It'sshockingtomehowmany
Universities GradMed program students are unaware of our
helps students receive low lAIA'sl services," Roedel said.
From Page 1
coverage rates based on a 30, "It would be a terrible thing
alcd," Dave said. "I was notified 60, 90, or 120 day pay period. for someone to be involved in
by my parents thai I should not According to the company's a situation where they were
go to the rec center as often. Web site, after the $500, $1,000 unable to have health insurYou can't be under your parents' or $2,500 deductible. GradMed ance and had to pay medical
health insurance policy forever, pays 80 percent of the next bills out of their pocket. We're
but if they gave you a year after $5,000 of usual and customary just trying to give an outlet to
you graduated to maybe get a medical expenses. Graduates affordable health insurance all
good job that would allow me are able to choose from any of young graduates can afford."
As insurance rates continue
to work for benefits, it wouldn't their preferred health care probe as big of a concern."
viders and medical physicians. to rise and more students are
For many graduates, the
The American Insurance being docked from their parsolution to finding affordable Administrators is the marketer ents' plan, evaluating the alterhealth insurance is simple: of the Universities GradMed natives may be worthwhile.
find a job that carries health program and has been supply- Under Ohio state law. graduate
benefits. But with the recent ing college graduates with suit- students are still considered
economic recession, finding a able health insurance since full-time students and are still
job at all may be a challenge, let 1978. According to the com- qualified for being covered
alone having one with health pany's Web site, over :!tl() col- under their parents' account.
benefits. According to a sur- lege alumni associations have Graduates who are pursuing
vey conducted by the National selected the AIA as their key their doctorate degree, howAssociation of Colleges and provider in health coverage. ever, arc exempted from this
Employers, nearly ill) percent The AIA provides affordable policy.
of students graduating in 2008 health coverage for 500,000
"1 was not informed by the
did not find a job until nearly 8 graduating students each year, University of any kind of
months after graduation. Until making the AIA the largest alumni health benefits," Dave
graduates find a job that pays company of its kind.
said. "I would definitely like
a steady income, they will be
leffftoedelistheCEOofAIA to have some kind of notificaone of the millions left without and said their program is unfa tion so I don't end up being
health insurance and 81 the risk miliar to a lot of graduates and more in debt than 1 already
of high-expense medical bills.
many are not even informed of am. Anything is better than
nothing."
While many graduates feel the AlA's benefits.

INSURANCE

SUN.. FEB. 7
2 27 A.M.
leported they were
awaited by several unknown
' . within the 1600 block of E.
Wooster St

2:56 AM.
Employee of Subway on East
Wooster Street reported an unknown
subject wearing a Northface coat
came in and spit on the drink lids.

423 A.M.
i
54, of Perrysburg. Ohio,
• led for burglary within the
700 block of E. Napoleon Road.

4:37 AM.
dents who live in the 300
block of N. Mam Street will be cited
for disorderly conduct/nuisance party
.»nd obstructing official business. The
two defendants refused to answer
the door when police attempted
to Cite them for disorderly conduct
and warrants were issued through
Bowling Green Municipal Court.

659 P.M.
Individual reported a known subject
■
img and leaving voiceiying he is going to "smoke"
' the complaint

V

looking for a campus organization that

MON..FEB.8
1:01A.M.
Ale* Smith. 40. of Fostoria. Ohio, was
arrested for violation of protection
order, prohibited acts and felonious assault within the 1000 block of
.. Ave.

STANDS OUT?
Contact us
at thenews@bgnews.com. call us at 419-372-6966 or just swing by our
newsroom in 210 West Hall.

2.31 AM.
n Sherwood. 33. of Weston.
Ohio, was arrested for active warrant
' within the 900 block of N. Grove St.

We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372 6966.

cither cutting back employees
or they're already full-staffed,"
Kenyon said. "A lot of places
I've applied to haven't been
actively hiring at the time, and
it's tough to find places that
need help in this economy and
at this time of the year especially.''
When businesses have a limited number of positions available, it is necessary to stand out
from the crowd when applying
and interviewing for a job. In
many cases, employers want to
see individuality, motivation
and kindness.
Grounds Tor Thought, located at 174 S. Main St., is a hotspot for many students to relax
and enjoy a cup of coffee and
a friendly atmosphere. Owner
Kelly Wicks emphasizes the
importance of being friendly
when applying for a job at the
cafe.
"We try to hire nice people,"
Wicks said, "You can teach
anybody how to sweep or mop
a floor, but it's very hard to
teach someone how to naturally be friendly."

SALSA
STADIUM SALSA
CARRIES:
■ Mild Salsa
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Medium Salsa
Hot Salsa
Sweet and Spicy Salsa
Creamy Avocado Dip
Mexicali Dip
Pineapple Habanero Salsa
Sweet and Spicy Relish
Spicy Mustard Relish
Restaurant-Style Tortilla
Chips

Local stores in BG that Carry
Stadium Salsa include Kroger.
South Side Six.Express Stop Carry
Out and

BUILD YOUR RESUME
GET REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE
SEE YOUR WORK PUBLISHED DAILY

CORRECTION
POLICY

said. "If you don't have fun at
work, why would you want to
go?"
Although many area businesses want to have as many
quality employees as possible,
there is a delicate balance
between hiring new employees and making sure current
employees get the hours they
want.
"We have ten [current employees!," Johnson said. "They basically get the schedules they
want. We try not to over-hire
so that all of our employees
can get the hours they need
or want."
Senior Ian Kenyon has been
turning in applications to
local establishments for several months. Although Kenyon
has an abundance of previous
work experience, he feels that
this time of year is the most
difficult to find businesses in
need of help.
"It seems that everyone is

Indiana, Illinois. Kentucky and
West Virginia. Soon, Stadium
Salsa will be sold throughout
Minnesota and Wisconsin
through a partnership between
Tree of life Distributors and
the locally owned business,
Shephard said.
The success of Stadium
Salsa can be attributed to its
great and unique taste, said
Shephard.
"We feel that Stadium Salsa
is a higher quality salsa than
most others," said Shepherd.
"It is an all-natural salsa that
contains no additives or preservatives."

M f1 ♦♦ f♦ f ♦ M
■I
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806 P.M.
Individual was warned for criminal
trespassing when he refused to leave
il 3W3.

BUSINESS

KIDDLE:
What gets wet when drying?

The BG News
is now looking For reporters, copy editors, photographers videographers. columnists
and cartoonists.

|aMoiv:uo!jn|os

CAMPBELL HILLll

He $10.00
Any Topping

APARTMENTS
3 Bedroom
Townhouses

2 Bedroom
Townhouses
■ S99 Security Deposit

• $99 Security Deposit

per person w/ pg

per person w/ pg

• Furnished

• Furnished

• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath

• 1 Halt & 1 Full Bath

• Full basement

• Full basement

• Air conditioned
• Washer/Dryer

• Air conditioned
• Washer/Dryer

• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

• Microwave

• Microwave

• Plenty of Parking

■ Plenty of Parking

• Dishwasher

• Dishwasher

• Garbage Disposal

■ Garbage Disposal

m •&

earwig at
$900/montti

StanngM

$735/month

* unhtiM

VisitDirectAir.com | 877-432-DIRECT (3473)
pt> :«rton ml 1'0 00 Coriicnifc* '•• p* pato-i p*t taaynfl Sot >JM OP p>e*iVrq
'"■WO •.Mac*:, SMOptrMaPvW¥iriiAQr*emtn<

MECCA

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio

Management Inc.

o
u.

(419)352-0717

Willow House 830 4th St.
1 Bdrm
Evergreen Apts 215 E Poe
Studios, 1 & 2 Bdrms - Close-to Campus
Foxwood Manor 839 7th St.
1 Bdrm - Laundry on site, Close to Campus

5% off for all but studios
www.meccabg.com

Better Ingredients.
Bitter Pizza, f
tU S Mem SI, Bo.i H C.een

www.greenbriarrentals.com

419-353-PAPA

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

419-353-5800

White Castle 610 Main
One 3 Bdrm, Two 1 Bdrms - Close to Downtown

C
0)

Greenbriar, Inc.

STOP
^m

by our office &
pick up the
New Listingsl
V

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2010-2011
• We have Efficiencies, I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 K. Wooster 8tK«t, Bowling ilnni. OH
I in .Hi il Across Krom Taco Hrll.
RKNTAL OFHCE (4191 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
HMW.johnnevvloverealcMatc.com

CAMPUS
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USG debate creates neutral
resolution for faculty union
By Matt

weeks, stay neutral in the decision,
Reporter
and then work with faculty if a
union were to form.
Al last night's Undergraduate
"IdoagreealotwithwhatAndrew
Student Government meeting. had to say, but this is out of hand,"
USG decided to stay neutral on Gribble said, saying his resolution
the issue of faculty collective bar- plays a middle hand with the issue.
gaining
Fortlage said he thinks it is
Debate heated up between two funny USG wants to stay neutral
proposed resolutions, one to stay when they take stands on other
neutral on the issue, while the issues. Fortlage added he thought
other would be in favor of the best makinga resolution to stay neutral
interests for the faculty.
was "pointless."
Senator At-Iarge Andrew
Debate over the resoluFortlage. who proposed the reso- tions ensued which caused
lution in support of the faculty, Arts & Science Senator Danielle
would eventually walk out of the McConnell to side with Fortlage's
room because he felt blind-sided.
resolution.
"I think it'd be a shame if we
"They had every right to do that
(propose a separate resolution]," didn't stand behind the faculty,"
he said after the meeting "I just she said. Adding USG needs to
have a backbone.
thought it was disrespectful."
Academic Affairs Committee
Fortlage's resolution, coauthored by Off-Campus Senator Chair Molly Albertson disagreed.
"IThis is] not about voting in
Nathan Whitman, stated USG that
a union will be beneficial and USG favor of the faculty or the adminis in "support of a faculty union istration; it's about voting for the
that a majority of faculty vote in students," Albertson said. "We do
favor of."
not need to take a side on a facOff-Campus Senator Timothy ulty issue. It hinders us as a student
Gribble made the motion for a sub- organization."
USG President Sundeep Mutgi
stitution, which he hoped would
replace Fortlage's.
said taking sides in the situation
Cribble's resolution stated USG would be making enemies USG
will carefully watch the events didn't haw to make.
to transpire over the next couple
"Let's be clear here, the faculty

does want a union, the administ ration doesn't," Mutgi said, adding
that it does indeed create enemies
when sides are (aken.
With a roll call vote, 18 members voted to keep Cribble's substitute resolution over Fortlage's,
causing Fortlage to leave the room,
fortlage would eventually e-mail
Gribble saying he respected what
Gribble did but wished he had a
heads-up.
After Fortlage's exit, Mutgi gave
the analogy that suggested the
process of the vote and the unionization is like giving the fauclty a
gun.
Vice President Kevin Basch
broke his silence right before the
resolution was tabled.
"I kept quiet tonight for a number of reasons," he said. "We are
preemptively taking sides on an
issue we are not involved with. It's
like a mother and a father getting
a divorce and both want their kids
on their skies."
Also presented at the meeting
was a resolution presented by
Diversity Affairs Senator Ashley
Hannah, which called for a set
absentee policy with concern for
the students involved in sports and
extracurriculars, as well as students facing family emergancies.
This resolution was also tabled

SCALE THE WALL

Students can upload memories to"
digital scrapbookto celebrate centennial
By Ryan Bort
Reporter

widget. They uploaded a link to
the Web site, and all a student
way to use technology has to do is fill in the name and
phone number. He or she will
then instantly get a phone call
that was easier for
from the Web site. The voice
different generations." mail immediately picks up and
prompts the student to leave a
Gwen Evans | Librarian
memory no longer than three
minutes.
Evans then receives voice mail
was one of the best years of his
life and the University has since notification in her e-mail, downbecome his "home away from loads it to the computer and
home."
uploads it to the Web site.
"This isn't really what Google
Serfozo is one of the few students to make a post yet and phone is intended for, but we are
said he decided to share his really pushing the envelope with
story because he wanted others it," Evans said. "It's really just a
see how the opportunities the phone service but we are able to
University presents can greatly upload these voice mails to the
site and it works great. 1 guess
improve a student's experience.
"I'm from a small town and it that's the emerging technolowas really intimidating to come gies' part of my job."
The Web site can be accessed
to a college town like Bowling
Green," Serfozo said. "And taking through the BGSU home page or
advantage of Bowling Green's by going to memories.bgsu.edu,
opportunities has allowed me or through another new form
to meet some great people, stu- of technology called QR codes,
dents and staff, and I just want- which is a two-dimensional bar
ed to share that with everyone." code. QR codes are abstract symPerhaps the star of the show, bols left at the bottom of flyers or
however, is the newly added posters. These codes can then
Google phone widget. This new be scanned by smart phones
technology is something that and take the phone's browser
coordinator of library informa- immediately to the Centennial
tion and emerging technologies Memories Web site. Here, just
Gwen Evans and ITS techni- like on an actual computer,
cian Rudy Ramos developed to students can upload their own
give students an easier way to memories as well as look at or
listen to memories left by othupload their memories.
"We started out using a micro- ers.
"We wanted to find a way to
phone [to get audio]," Evans
said. "But there was a lot of use technology that was easbackground noise so we wanted ier for different generations,"
to find a way to use cell phones Evans said. "And I think with all
because they are really good at the different options we found,
there is something for people
noise canceling."
Ramos and Evans then found with all different comfort levels
a way to use the Google phone in technology."

"We wanted to find a

As the University's centennial
year unfolds, the administration
wants to involve all students and
alumni in commemorating their
time at the University.
To do so, the University
has started a project called
Centennial Memories.
By clicking on the 100 Years
logo on the home page of
the University's Web site and
then on the link "Centennial
Memories" in the left margin,
students can access a Web page
that allows them to upload
their favorite memories at the
University through various types
of media.
The project idea got moving in February of 2009 and a
deadline to make the site public
was established in August of the
same year. True to the deadline,
advertisements were set out in
the alumni magazine in August
and the alumni started uploading their memories to the Web
site.
Now the University would like
current students to share some
of their memories.
"It's really like a digital scrapbook," said library associate
Dana Nemeth. "It allows students to participate and document the centennial year and
how it unfolds."
Students can upload photos,
type in a story, or share a movie
or audio file.
Current student Larry Serfozo
added his storytothe site recently
by sharing his memory of being
the president of his fraternity. In
his story, Serfozo said his year
as president of Phi Delta Theta
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RYAN MHOS ! THE BG NEW!
CLIMB THAT MOUNTAIN: Junior Adie Heyne seen belaying Senior Mike Swans yesterday night at the BG Rock Wall Swans is an avid
climber seen most days scaling (he wall

Preferred
Properties Co.

FRUGAL
FALCON$
Ten ways to Save on
Valentine's Day

H

Find A Place To Call Home
vmw.prelerredpropeniesco.com

3. Order early - avoid
costly express shipping
4. Pay cash - stick to
your budget

HAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

B»ough( to you by:

BG
wwwbqw edu/wnrm
419372.22*2

OFFICE HOURS
Mo n-Frl: 8-4:30

GLASS CITY
^FEDERAL
-i-S^CREDIT UNION

530 S. Maple St
419-352-9378
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FREE TIRE REPAIRS
FREE 36 Month Pro Rated Road Hazard Protection On Every Passenger & Light Truck Tire We Sell
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SPACES GOING FAST FOR 2010-2011

14MUH PIT STOP IWI SOVKft. •UJUUMTUD.

419.353.510
|CnHtn«
[rVrpMt

!£«.

31591* M
SlIDhWlK
2599l«tt»Hiq
3725 MhMU
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4194424473
419 891724!
4194734911
419-891- 1883
4194824984

210 IM. Enterprise
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Sun turn
FtmUnPift

H15WSUSSI
2779KC«lH
222 WtM*
750 Stow*
JtaUmtS:

41933:3211
7171 Muff <W
41944119191
SUM**
41989179731
419479710 tiKMFin.
419471-7121 •Mttal
519 5 life St
419 352 57111
419535-3033 mm,,ma%*
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(0M9f4Nl|
419-4754871
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(zoned 6 unrelated)

233 W. Merry

(zoned 5 unrelated)

209 N. Enterprise

(zoned 4 unrelated)

All Available May Leases

BG5TUDENTHOUSING.COM

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

•OMAJNG

• Large House - allows more
than 3 unrelated occupants
• Close to Campus
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their options are limited, The
"It'sshockingtomehowmany
Universities GradMed program students are unaware of our
helps students receive low lAIA's] services," Roedel said.
From Page 1
coverage rates based on a 30, "It would be a terrible thing
aled," Dave said. "I was notified 60, 90, or 120 day pay period. for someone to be involved in
by my parents that I should not According to the company's a situation where they were
go to the rec center as often. Web site, after the $500, $1,000 unable to have health insurYou can't be under your parents' or $2,500 deductible, GradMed ance and had to pay medical
health insurance policy forever, pays 80 percent of the next bills out of their pocket. We're
but if they gave you a year after $5,000 of usual and customary just trying to give an out let to
you graduated to maybe get a medical expenses. Graduates affordable health insurance all
good job that would allow me are able to choose from any of young graduates can afford."
to work for benefits, it wouldn't their preferred health care proAs insurance rates continue
be as big of a concern."
viders and medical physicians. to rise and more students are
The American Insurance being docked from their parFor many graduates, the
solution to finding affordable Administrators is the marketer ents' plan, evaluating the alterhealth insurance is simple: of the Universities GradMed natives may be worthwhile.
find a job that carries health program and has been supply- Under Ohio state law, graduate
benefits. But with the recent ing college graduates with suit- students are still considered
economic recession, finding a able health insurance since full-time students and are still
job at all may be a challenge, let 1978. According to the com- qualified for being covered
alone having one with health pany's Web site, over 300 col- under their parents' account.
benefits. According to a sur- lege alumni associations have Graduates who are pursuing
vey conducted by the National selected the AIA as their key their doctorate degree, howAssociation of Colleges and provider in health coverage. ever, are exempted from this
Employers, nearly 80 percent The AIA provides affordable policy.
"I was not informed by the
of students graduating in 2008 health coverage for 500.000
did not find a job until nearly 8 graduating students each year, University of any kind of
months after graduation. Until making the AIA the largest alumni health benefits," Dave
said. "1 would definitely like
graduates find a job that pays company of its kind.
a steady income, they will be
Jeff Roedel is the CEO of AIA to have some kind of notificaone of the millions left without and said their program is unfa- tion so 1 don't end up being
health insurance and at the risk miliar to a lot of graduates and more in debt than I already
many are not even informed of am.,Anything is better than
of high-expense medical bills.
While many graduates feel the AlA's benefits.
nothing."

INSURANCE

SUN, FEB. 7
2:27 A.M.
Individuals reported they were
assaulted by several unknown
subjects within the 1600 block of E.
Wooster St.

2:56 A.M.
Employee of Subway on East
Wooster Street reported an unknown
subject wearing a Northface coat
came in and spit on the drink lids.

4:23 A.M.
Shane Braun. 34. of Perrysburg. Ohio.
■ was arrested for burglary within the
, 700 block of E. Napoleon Road.

4:37 A.M.
' Two residents who live in the 300
' block of N. Main Street will be cited
for disorderly conduct/nuisance party
and obstructing official business The
two defendants refused to answer
the door when police attempted
1
to cite them for disorderly conduct
and warrants were issued through
■ Bowling Green Municipal Court.

6:59 P.M.
Individual reported a known subject
, is text messaging and leaving voicemails saying he is going to "smoke"
' the complaint.

8:06 P.M.
' Individual was warned for criminal
trespassing when he refused to leave
thebaratBW3
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looking for a campus organization that

MON., FEB. 8

STANDS OUT?

1:01 AM.
Alex Smith. 40. of Fostoria. Ohio, was
arrested for violation of protection
order, prohibited acts and feloni(ous assault within the 1000 block of
' Fairview Ave.

Contact us
at thenews@bgnews.com, call us at 419-372-6966 or just swing by our
newsroom in 210 West Hall.
I

2:31A.M.
Benjamin Sherwood, 33. of Weston.
Ohio, was arrested for active warrant
within the 900 block of N. Grove St.

We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

SALSA
From Page 1
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky and
West Virginia. Soon, Stadium
Salsa will be sold throughout
Minnesota and Wisconsin
through a partnership between
Tree of Life Distributors and
the locally owned business,
Shephard said.
The success of Stadium
Salsa can be attributed to its
great and unique taste, said
Shephard.
"We feel that Stadium Salsa
is a higher quality salsa than
most others," said Shepherd.
"It is an all-natural salsa that
contains no additives or preservatives."

STADIUM SALSA
CARRIES:
■ Mild Salsa
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Medium Salsa
Hot Salsa
Sweet and Spicy Salsa
Creamy Avocado Dip
Mexicali Dip
Pineapple Habanero Salsa
Sweet and Spicy Relish
Spicy Mustard Relish
Restaurant-Style Tortilla
Chips

Local stores in BG that Carry
Stadium Salsa include Kroger.
South Side Six.Express Stop Carry
Out and

2 Bedroom
• S99 Security Deposit
per person w/ pg

FROM TOLEDO EXPRESS AIRPORT
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Large
$10.00
Any Topping
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3 Bedroom

Townhouses
• $99 Security Deposit
per person w/ pg

• Furnished

• Furnished

• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
• Full basement

• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
• Full basement

• Air conditioned

• Air conditioned

• Washer/Dryer

• Washer/Dryer

• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

■ Microwave

• Microwave

• Plenty of Parking

• Plenty of Parking

• Dishwasher

• Dishwasher

■ Garbage Disposal

■ Garbage Disposal
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1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
Management Inc.

What gets wet when drying?

[CAMPBELL HILLN
flPARTMENTS
Town houses

419-353-5800

White Castle 610 Main
One 3 Bdrm, Two 1 Bdrms - Close to Downtown

Willow House 830 4th St.
1 Bdrm
Evergreen Apts 215 E Poe

o

said. "If you don't have fun at
work, why would you want to
go?"
Although many area businesses want to have as many
quality employees as possible,
there is a delicate balance
between hiring new employees and making sure current
employees get the hours they
want.
"We have ten Icurrent employees]," li ih IN it I said. "They basically get the schedules they
want. We try not to over-hire
so that all of our employees
can get the hours they need
or want."
Senior Ian Kenyon has been
turning in applications to
local establishments for several months. Although Kenyon
has an abundance of previous
work experience, he feels that
this time of year is the most
difficult to find businesses in
need of help.
"It seems that everyone is

RIDDLE:

The BG News
is now looking for reporters, copy editors, photographers, videographers. columnists
and cartoonists.

FT. MYERS AREA I

0)

From Page 1

either cutting back employees
or they're already lull Mailed,''
Kenyon said. "A lot of places
I've applied to haven't been
actively hiring at the time, and
it's tough to find places that
need help in this economy and
at this time of the year especially."
When businesses have a limited number of positions available, it is necessary to stand out
from the crowd when applying
and interviewing for a job. In
many cases, ei nployers want to
see individuality, motivation
and kindness.
Grounds For Thought, located at 174 S. Main St., is a hotspot for many students to relax
and enjoy a cup of coffee and
a friendly atmosphere. Owner
Kelly Wicks emphasizes the
importance of being friendly
when applying for a job at the
cafe.
"We try to hire nice people,"
Wicks said. "You can teach
anybody how to sweep or mop
a floor, but it's very hard to
teach someone how to naturally be friendly."

GET REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE

NONSTOP FLIGHTS TO FLORIDA

c

BUSINESS

BUILD YOUR RESUME

SEE YOUR WORK PUBLISHED DAILY

CORRECTION
POLICY

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

Studios. 1 & 2 Bdrms - Close-to Campus

LL Foxwood Manor 839 7th St.
1 Bdrm - Laundry on site, Close to Campus

5% off for all but studios
Afw.meccabg.com

Greenbriar, Inc.

(419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza. ■*.
126 S

MM

51,

419-353-PAPA

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2010-2011
• We have Efficiencies, I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
' In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Kreen, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
wwwJohnnewhiverealestate.com
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USG debate creates neutral
resolution for faculty union
ByMattUMM

weeks, stay neutral in the decision,
and then work with faculty if a
union were to form.
"IdoagreealotwithwhatAndrew
had to say, but this is out of hand,"
Gribble said, saying his resolution
plays a middle hand with the issue.
Fortlage said he thinks it is
funny USG wants to stay neutral
when they take stands on other
issues. Fortlage added he thought
making a resolution to stay neutral
was "pointless."
Debate over the resolutions ensued which caused
Arts & Science Senator Danielle
McConnell to side with Fortlage's
resolution.
"I think it'd be a shame if we
didn't stand behind the faculty,"
she said. Adding USG needs to
have a backbone.
Academic Affairs Committee
Chair Molly Albertson disagreed.
"[This is] not about voting in
favor of the faculty or the administration; it's about voting for the
students," Albertson said "We do
not need to take a side on a faculty issue. It hinders us as a student
organization."
USG President Sundeep Mutgi
said taking sides in the situation
would be making enemies USG
didn't have to make.
"Let's be clear here, the faculty

Reporter

At last night's Undergraduate
Student Government meeting,
USG decided to stay neutral on
the issue of faculty collective bargaining.
Debate heated up between two
proposed resolutions, one to stay
neutral on the issue, while the
other would be in favor of the best
interests for the faculty.
Senator At-Large Andrew
Fortlage, who proposed the resolution in support of the faculty,
would eventually walk out of the
room because he felt blind-sided.
They had every right to do that
(propose a separate resolution],"
he said after the meeting. "I just
thought it was disrespectful."
Fortlage's resolution, coauthored by Off-Campus Senator
Nathan Whitman, stated USG that
a union will be beneficial and USG
is in "support of a faculty union
that a majority of faculty vote in
favor of."
Off-Campus Senator Timothy
11 til il ik' made the motion for a substitution, which he hoped would
replace Fortlage's.
Gribble's resolution stated USG
will carefully watch the events
to transpire over the next couple

does want a union, the administration doesn't" Mutgi said, adding
that it does indeed create enemies
when sides are taken.
With a roll call vote, 18 members voted to keep Gribble's substitute resolution over Fortlage's,
causing Fortlage to leave the room.
Fortlage would eventually e-mail
Gribble saying he respected what
Gribble did but wished he had a
heads-up.
After Fortlage's exit. Mutgi gave
the analogy that suggested the
process of the vote and the unionization is like giving the faudty a
gun.
Vice President Kevin Basch
broke his silence right before the
resolution was tabled.
"I kept quiet tonight for a number of reasons," he said "We are
preemptively taking sides on an
issue we are not involved with. It's
like a mother and a father getting
a divorce and both want their kids
on their sides."
Also presented at the meeting
was a resolution presented by
Diversity Affairs Senator Ashley
Hannah, which called for a set
absentee policy with concern for
the students involved in sports and
extracurriculars, as well as students facing family emergancies.
This resolution was also tabled

SCALE THE WALL

Students can upload memories to
digital scrapbook to celebrate centennial
By Ryan Bort
Reporter

As the University's centennial
year unfolds, the administration
wants to involve all students and
alumni in commemorating their
time at the University.
To do so, the University
has started a project called
Centennial Memories.
By clicking on the 100 Years
logo on the home page of
the University's Web site and
then on the link "Centennial
Memories" in the left margin,
students can access a Web page
that allows them to upload
their favorite memories at the
University through various types
of media.
The project idea got moving in February of 2009 and a
deadline to make the site public
was established in August of the
same year. True to the deadline,
advertisements were set out in
the alumni magazine in August
and the alumni started uploading their memories to the Web
site.
Now the University would like
current students to share some
of their memories.
"It's really like a digital scrapbook," said library associate
Dana Nemeth. "It allows students to participate and document the centennial year and
how ft unfolds."
Students can upload photos,
type in a story, or share a movie
or audio file.
Current student Larry Serfozo
added his story to the site recently
by sharing his memory of being
the president of his fraternity. In
his story, Serfozo said his year
as president of Phi Delta Theta

widget. They uploaded a link to
the Web site, and all a student
to do is fill in the name and
way to use technology has
phone number. He or she will
then instantly get a phone call
that was easier for
from the Web site. The voice
mail immediately picks up and
different generations.
prompts the student to leave a
Gwen Evans | librarian
memory no longer than three
minutes.
Evans then receives voice mail
was one of the best years of his
life and the University has since notification in her e-mail, downbecome his "home away from loads it to the computer and
uploads it to the Web site.
home."
"This isn't really what Google
Serfozo is one of the few students to make a post yet and phone is intended for, but we are
said he decided to share his really pushing the envelope with
story because he wanted others it," Evans said "It's really just a
see how the opportunities the phone service but we are able to
University presents can greatly upload these voice mails to the
site and it works great. I guess
improve a student's experience.
"I'm from a small town and it that's the 'emerging technolowas really intimidating to come gies'part of my job." The Web site can be accessed
to a college town like Bowling
Green," Serfozo said. "And taking through the BGSU home page or
advantage of Bowling Green's by going to rriernories.bgsu.edu,
opportunities has allowed me or through another new form
to meet some great people, stu- of technology called QR codes,
dents and staff, and I just want- which is a two-dimensional bar
ed to share that with everyone." code. QR codes are abstract symPerhaps the star of the show, bols left at the bottom of flyers or
however, is the newly added posters. These codes can then
Google phone widget. This new be scanned by smart phones
technology is something that and take the phone's browser
coordinator of library informa- immediately to the Centennial
tion and emerging technologies Memories Web site. Here, just
Gwen Evans and ITS techni- like on an actual computer,
cian Rudy Ramos developed to students can upload their own
give students an easier way to memories as well as look at or
listen to memories left by othupload their memories.
"We started out using a micro- ers.
"We wanted to find a way to
phone |to get audio]," Evans
said. "But there was a lot of use technology that was easbackground noise so we wanted ier for different generations,"
to find a way to use cell phones Evans said. "And I think with all
because they are really good at the different options we found,
there is something for people
noise canceling."
Ramos and Evans then found with all different comfort levels
a way to use the Google phone in technology."

"We wanted to find a

LESS PAY
=MORE PLAY

RYANPIW6 I IHEBGNEWS
CLIHB THAT MOUNTAIN: Junior Adie Heyne seen belaying Senior Mike Swans yesterday night at the BG Rock Wall. Swans is an avid
climber seen most days scaling the wall.
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Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• Large House - .illovu mote
than 3 unrelated occupant'.
• Close to Campus

FORUM

"It would be a terrible thing for someone to be involved in a situation where they were
unable to have health insurance and had to pay medical bills out of their pocket"
- Jeff Roedel of American Insurance Administrators on young people lacking health care [see
story, pg.1].
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rfcUr LE ON I HE bTREET What will you do with your day if there is a snow day?
"Sleep all day long"

f^|

ASHLEY BEISECKER.
Sophomore,
Special Education

"Probably sleep"

SH^T^l "Resea,chfo"T,yiazz.
project_or watch TV"

"Study all day."

JEFFTYNER.
Senior.
Film Production

LAURA CAMMARN.
Sophomore.
Music Education

ADAMPTAK,

Freshman.
Undecided

VISIT US AT
■6VIEWS.COM
Have you own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion For
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com.

^

Tea partiers' protests emotional, not logical
@

THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
ATTENTION ANNOYING FEMALE RESIDENTS OF HARSHMAN
BROMFIELD 2ND FLOOR:
Since you're probably convinced you're college "adults" in the "real
world" now, how about you start behaving like them?
Feminine products floating in the toilets aren't funny. Bags of food
strewn across the hall may produce a chuckle at first, but after multiple times, it just gets annoying. Listening to a rapper scream "I can
make your bed rock" at 8 every morning is just irritating.
And to all female residents of the Harshman Quad - TWO fire
alarms in a span of 45 minutes Tuesday morning? REALLY? I'm sure
your professor in your 9:30 class really cares how straight your hair
is, but can you please take your business to the bathroom so some
of us don't have to spend our only day to sleep in standing in the
cold' Thanks.
-STILL SLEEPY IN HARSHMAN-BROMFIELD
Dear downstairs neighbors.
Would you please turn down your gangsta rap. just a smidgen?
Maybe even just enough that it wouldn't be resounding through the
entire building. I wouldn't even mind so much if you played something I could dance to. How do you feel about T-Pain? Maybe even
a little Akon' I'd be willing to compromise. I feel like we could work
something out
Looking forward to our dance party,
-THE 6 UPSTAIRS
I hate when people who don't live at my apartment take my parking
spot. Because really, who is paying the rent? If I m forking out money
to reside off campus. I am also paying for a decent spot. So move.
-DISGRUNTLED PARKER
Okay, guys, seriously the sidewalks are only so big. DON'T walk
three people across the whole sidewalk when I am trying to get to
class on time. Especially when you walk like old ladies. Move over,
bus. and let me through. I got places to be and things to do. If you
make me walk through the snow again, I'll hit you with my bag.
-PISSED-OFF PEDESTRIAN
As the University plans on charging us for printing next year,
there needs lo be improvements made to the current system. The
double-sided printing never works, there is never any paper or ink
and you don't know that there is not paper or ink until you print. So,
what happens next year? Are we going to get charged for printing
errors and mistakes, and will the appeal process be such a hassle
that it won't even be worth it? Nine out of ten times, the printer in
Founders doesn't even work. I pay to go here, people. Fix the damn
printers.
-PEEVED PRINTER

SPEAK YOUR HIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at tkwiewsisbgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
GINA POTTHOFF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
jSB^pJjowling Green State University
fcv*ri ffjen, Ofco 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
Hjnk
f^-mailf'thenewsd'bgnews.com
^^^vrob site: http://www.bgviews.com
,
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

PATRICK SAUHDERS
FACUUYCOWMNISt

The Tea Party movement just
finished its first national convention in Opryland, outside
of Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 5
through 6.
TheTeaPartiers.largecrowds
of fearfulwhitepeople whipped
up in a frenzy by hate TV and
radio (i.e., Rush Limbaugh,
Glenn Beck, et al.), started by
acting out at town hall meetings of Representatives and
Senators who were discussing
health care last summer. This
soon escalated into Tea Partiers
showing up at presidential
events and visits with signs
saying "Keep the Government
out of Health Care" and "Don't
Touch My Medicare," with others openly wearing weapons
strapped on their persons.
On the first day of the convention, among the sessions
planned for the event was "Why
Christians Must Engage."
The tone of this movement is
one of ethnocentrism, and that
was evident in those who spoke
at their convention. Former
Rep. Tom Tancredo (R-Colo.),
a failed presidential candidate
in 2008 who became notorious for his opposition to illegal immigration, was the first
speaker. He called President
Obama a "committed Socialist

ideologue" who was elected
because "we do not have a civics, literacy test before people
can vote."
Tancredo added, "People
who could not even spell the
word 'vote' or say it in English
put a committed socialist ideologue in the White House."
The literacy tests he pined for
are not unlike those previously used in the South to keep
blacks from voting.
The Tea Party movement is
upset at the "debt" the government is incurring and
the "socialist agenda" being
imposed on America. I guess
this means a government that
would meet their expectations would eliminate any and
all socialist programs now in
place. The first things to go
would be Social Security,
Disability. Medicare, Medicaid
and the Children's Health
Insurance Program (CHIP).
These are definitely socialist
programs, and a drag on the
economy with the added burden of the elderly, disabled,
poor and young children living
much longer than necessary.
In line with these cuts, there
would be absolutely no money
spent on anything considered
to be a stimulus, so the many
projects that have been initiated to fix or replace components
of our crumbling infrastructure — roads, bridges, waterlines, sewer lines and others —
would be stopped immediately.
But the Tea Party movement is

strong on national security, so
the war budget would continue
to swell from the present $600
billion.
Border security would also
be a priority, with a continuous, perhaps weaponized-wall,
for the first time spanning the
entire southern border. Raids
inside the country would
increase to round up those
seen not fitting into the visual
image of America, who are
non-white, non-English speaking, and/or non-Christian.
Those who jeopardize national
security by questioning these
activities would also be seen
as an enemy of the state. You
say this cannot happen in
America, and 1 answer it has
(such as during World War II
when thousands of JapaneseAmericans were rounded up)
and could again.
For the rank and file, these
movements are based on
emotion, not logic. I recently
re-read the classic political
account, "Fear and Loathing
on the Campaign Trail 72," by
Hunter S. Thompson. The great
thing about reading it again is
the perspective of the present
that allows comparison and
reflection.
In "Fear and Loathing,"
Thompson recounts a moment
at the 1964 GOP convention where nominee Barry
Goldwater made his famous
quote. "Extremism in the
defense of Liberty is no vice,"
in his acceptance speech.

Thompson wrote, "Goldwater
had not even got the words
of out his mouth when the
delegates were on their feet
cheering wildly. Then, as the
human thunder kept building, they mounted their metal
chairs and began howling,
shaking their fists at Huntley
and Brinkley up in the NBC
TV booth — finally they began
to pick up those chairs and
with both hands bashing then
against the chairs that other
delegates were still standing
on."
This was obviously a demonstration of emotion, but as
Thompson continued, "It was
a memorable performance,
etched every bit as vividly in
the folds of my brain as the
police beatings I saw at the corner of Michigan and Balbo four
years later," referring to the
1968 Democratic Convention
in Chicago. The perceived idea
of liberty being at risk in both
ofthesesnapshotsisanalogous
to the present Tea Partiers, who
would identify with those who
were venting their anger at the
media and at the demonstrators as the enemies of "liberty."
History teaches us that those
who scream the loudest about
protecting liberty are the most
likely to take it away from others, and can be, in the end, the
bearers of fascism.
Respond to Pat at
thenews@bgnews.com

Campaign reform should welcome free speech
By Adam Call Roberts
The Arkansas Traveler
(The University of Arkansai)
The College News Network

Two years ago, filmmaker Alan
Peterson wrote and directed
"Hillary: The Movie." Like most
modern political documentaries, it was a Michael Moorestyle hit piece, with snarky
cheap shots and sketchy facts.
You know, pretty much the
same way we Americans have
been propagandizing since the
days of Sam Adams.
Citizens United, a nonprofit group, arranged to
show Peterson's film via payper-view. It should have been
broadcast, talked about and
quickly forgotten. Instead, it's
been the most talked about 2D movie of the year.
The
Federal
Election
Commission decided broadcasting the movie and commercials promoting the movie
was illegal because the documentary was too close to
being a campaign ad. It pretty
clearly advocated the defeat
of a specific candidate — that
was the point.
Now, if Peterson was one
of the rare people who is rich
enough to make a movie with
his own money, the broadcast
would have been fine. But

k

because he had to incorporate
his money with other peoples',
his film was banned.
So, after some litigation, the
Supreme Court ruled that the
part of the McCain-Feingold
Act that censored "Hillary: The
Movie" was unconstitutional.
The right to talk about political
elections in public was upheld.
The reaction from people
who didn't like the movie has
been outrage.
First.aclarification.President
Barack Obama was either lying
or misinformed (I'm not sure
which would be worse) when
he said the Supreme Court ruling allows "special interests
— including foreign corporations — to spend without limit
in our elections."
The ruling explicitly upholds
limits on campaign donations.
The only thing that's different
is the ability of incorporated
associations of people to create
campaign ads and have them
aired during election season.
Large corporations that
wanted to advertise had
already been forming political action committees to get
around the law anyway. From
a practical standpoint, the
ruling simply makes it easier
for small non-profit and forprofit groups to weigh in on
elections.

Many critics have tried to will allow large, wealthy corpoturn this into a debate over cor- rations to flood our televisions
porate personhood. Corporate with their speech, drowning
personhood is a topic for inter- out that of poorer groups and
esting and important discus- individuals. I doubt many
sion, but completely irrelevant companies will want to risk
when it comes to the First offending consumers with
Amendment.
political ads, but it's a legitiArtificial intelligence has mate concern. Washington is
come pretty far in the year already being bought and sold
2010, but it's still people who enough.
are coming up with the ideas,
But we're left with the classic
writing the scripts, shooting problem the First Amendment
the footage, editing the video creates for legislators. There's
and telling the stories. Even if simply no way to stop the "bad
it weren't, free speech is free guys" from speaking without
speech, regardless of who or stopping the "good guys" from
what the speaker is. If my non- speakingaswell. Thesamelaw
person barstool magically came that prevented ExxonMobile
to life and began to orate about from running campaign ads
the national debt, I would have also prevented the ACLU from
the First Amendment right to running one. If this law had
hear that speech and to watch been upheld, it could have
been considered constitutionit on television.
Justice Scalia makes my al for Congress to bar Random
point more eloquently in his House (a corporation) from
concurring opinion:
publishing politically-charged
"The Amendment is writ- books during election season.
ten in terms of 'speech,' not Or, because all Internet serspeakers. Its text offers no vice providers are incorpofoothold for excluding any cat- ' rated, Congress conceivably
egory of speaker, from single ' could have been able to censor
individuals to partnerships of your Facebook notes and your
individuals, to unincorporated tweets if it wanted to.
associations of individuals, to
There's still hope to develop
incorporated associations of sound, constitutional campaign finance reform. But we
individuals."
Backers of the campaign need reform that results in
finance laws worry this ruling more speech, not less.
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than JOO
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns ate printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

*

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked .
"Letter to the Editor"-or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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reek
Greek Affairs congratulates the following Chapters and Individuals
for achieving excellence in pursuit of the Core Values of Scholarship, Leadership, Service,
Brotherhood and Sisterhood at the 2010 Greek Affairs Awards Program!

CHAPTER EXCELLENCE
SORORITY OF THE YEAR
Kappa Delta Sorority

FRATERNITY OF THE YEAR
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity

GOLD ACHIEVEMENT
Alpha Phi Sorority
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority

SILVER ACHIEVEMENT

BRONZE ACHIEVEMENT

Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Chi Omega Sorority
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Sigma Kappa Sorority
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.

Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
Omega Phi Alpha Service Sorority
Phi Mu Sorority
Pi Beta Phi Sorority
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity

CHAPTER AWARDS
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Top Sorority
Omega Phi Alpha Service Sorority
Top Fraternity
Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity

HOLLISAMOORE
COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
Top Sorority
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Top Fraternity
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity

Chapters who achieved a GPA above
the all-undergraduate GPA for both
Spring and Fall 2009
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity
Alpha Phi Sorority
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Chi Omega Sorority
Delta Gamma Sorority
Delta Zeta Sorority
Kappa Delta Sorority
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Phi Mu Sorority
Pi Beta Phi Sorority
Sigma Kappa Sorority
Sigma Lambda Gamma Sorority, Inc.

30+ hours of community service
per member in 2009
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity
Kappa Delta Sorority
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
Sigma Lambda Gamma Sorority, Inc.
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.

HOLLISAMOORE
PHILANTHROPY AWARD
Top Sorority
Alpha Phi Sorority
Top Fraternity
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity

$60+ per member raised for
Philanthropy in 2009
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
Sigma Lambda Gamma Sorority, Inc.
Sigma Nu Fraternity
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.

CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT AWARD
Top Sorority: Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
Top Fraternity: Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
60% of members involved in another
registered student organization
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Delta Lambda Phi Fraternity
Sigma Lambda Gamma Sorority, Inc.

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
Outstanding Greek Man
Rob Haley, Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity

Outstanding Panhellenic New Member
Sarah Swegan, Kappa Delta Sorority

Mitch Wei t/.man Award
Chris Greggila, Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity

Outstanding Greek Woman
Stephanie Taylor, Chi Omega Sorority

Outstanding IGC New Member
James Lee, Sigma Lambda Beta Fraternity, Inc.

Florence Currier Award
Sarah Pankratz, Alpha Phi Sorority

Outstanding Fraternity Advisor
Carlton Schooley, Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity

Outstanding NPHC Neophyte
Randi Spencer, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
Thomas D. Hayn Outstanding Fraternity President
Matthew Barber, Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity

Timothy F. Smith Award
Claire Bailey, Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Dionte Jones, Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.

Diane Kramer Outstanding Sorority Advisor
Jill Bortel, Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Faculty Member of the Year
Dr. Dion Farganis, Political Science
Joseph M. Firment Outstanding IFC New Member
Mick Earley, Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity

Outstanding Sorority President
Brandi Freeman, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

Werner Book Scholarship
Sarah Swegan, Kappa Delta Sorority

Order of Omega Outstanding Student Awards
Steven R. Hanna and Kevin L Ross Memorial Award Nichole Ditzel, Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Paul Conley, Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
John Waynick, PI Kappa Alpha Fraternity

GREEK CORE VALUES
Scholarship Service leadership Brotherhood Sisterhood
www.greekbgsu.com
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Showdown in Ann Arbor
HOCKEY
Live hockey blog
from Ann Arbor
Be sure to check out
bgnewssports.com tonight for
a live blog of the BG hockey
game against Michigan in
Ann Arbor.

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twttter.com/bgnewssports
CHRISTINA MCGIMNIS | THE BG NEWS

OUR CALL
Today in •
Sports History

LOOSE PUCK: Jordan Samuels-Thomas and Michigan's Steve Kampfer go for the puck in a game at Lucas County Arena in Toledo earlier this season.

BG and Michigan conclude season series tonight

1997—Scotty Bowman is
the first NHL coach to win
1.000 games.
1992-West beats East
153-113 in the NBSAIIStar
game.
1971—Satchel Paige is
elected to the Baseball Hall
of Fame.
1932—For the first time the
U.S. enters the Olympic
2-man bobsled competition.

The List
With BG and Michigan
meeting in Ann Arbor, today
we look at the top five players that will be crucial for
the Falcons in evening the
season series at two games
apiece.
1. Eno: Goalie Nick Eno
saved 28 of 30 shots in
the Falcons' home loss to

By Ryan Satkowiak
Sports Reporter

"After [the two goals], I thought
we settled down, we did a great

Tonight the Falcons take a one-game break from
their home stand to finish a hoinc-and-homc job pressuring and we utilized a
series with the Michigan Wolverines.
lot of guys in that role."
The two teams met last Thursday at the
BGSt) Ice Arena, a game that Michigan took 2Dennis Williams | Hockey coach
1. The games were split up in order to accommodate Michigan, who played Wisconsin
performance from Nick Eno, who stopped 28 of 30
Saturday in the Camp Randall Classic.
In that game, the Wolverines allowed two shots on Thursday.
power play goals in the last 5:32 of the third
For his efforts, Eno was named the Papa John's
period to lose 3-2.
BGSU male athlete of the week.
Heading into this series, one of the keys highWith the win Thursday, Michigan now holds a
lighted by interim head coach Dennis Williams was commanding 74-33-3 lead in the all-time series
to stay out of the box and to keep it a 5-on-5 hockey over BG, including a 2-1 season series lead this
game.
year.
While the Falcons were mostly solid on the
The silver lining for the Falcons is that their victory
penalty kill on Thursday, they gave up two over Michigan this year came at Yost Ice Arena.
power play goals during the live-minute major
The loss dropped BG's overall record to 4-18-4,
penalty Tommy Dee was given for checking including a 3-13-4-3 mark in the CCHA.
from behind.
BG now find themselves sitting square in the
"After |the two goalsl, I thought we settled • cellar of the CCHA standings, after Western
down, we did a great job pressuring and we Michigan swept Notre Dame this past weekutilized a lot of guys in that role," Williams said end, giving them one more point than the
after the game.
Falcons.
RMN PIROG
'HtBGNEWS
Sitting last in the Central Collegiate Hockey
Tonight's game starts at 7:35 at the Yost Ice
BREAKAWAY: Tomas Petruska scored BG's lone goal in a 2-1 loss to Michigan last week.
Association in goals, BC will need another solid Arena.

Michigan last week.
2. Petruska: Senior
Tomas Petruska scored the
Falcons' lone goal against the

Prochaskas numbers climbing at incredible rate

Wolverines last week, and is
tied for the team lead with
21 points scored.

3. Samuels-Thomas:
Jordan Samuels-Thomas
leads the team with nine
goals this season.

4. Solway: David
Solway's 12 assists this season
is good for second on the
team with Samuels-Thomas.
5. Dtt: Tommy Dee is tied
for third on the Falcons in points
scored with 14.

m

PAUL
BARNEY
ASSISTANT SPORTS
EDITOR

Lauren Prochaska can do some amazing
things with a basketball.
Since her first season with the Falcons
in 2007-08, fans have had the privilege of
watching the native from Plain City, Ohio,
cause havoc for opposing defenses.
After being named the MidAmerican Conference freshman of the
year and the 2009 MAC Player of the
Year, Prochaska is establishing herself
as one of the most prolific players in
BGSU women's basketball history and
could go down as the greatest before

her illustrious career is finished.
As a freshman, Prochaska set the BG
freshman scoring record with 502 points on
the year, which was the fifth-highest point
total by a freshman in MAC history.
Last year she led the Falcons in both
scoring 117.3 ppg) and rebounds (6.5 rpg),
while leading the entire nation in freethrow percentage 193.3 %).
Prior to this season, Prochaska was
a Preseason All-M AC selection, named
to the Full Court Press Mid-Major Top
25 and in September was named one
of the top 25 returning juniors by
PeachStateHoops.com.
Her personal accolades are astonishing,
and what's scary is that she's still only a
junior.
Prochaska's achievements are a

reflection of her knack for scoring, and
because of her ability to score at a high
percentage, BG coach Curt Miller said
she was the number one scorer that he's
ever coached, and with good reason.
BG's 80-76 win at Ball State on Saturday
is a prime example of just how good of a
scorer Prochaska is.
With just three points in the first half,
Prochaska exploded for 23 points in the
game's final 20 minutes.
She connected on 8-of-ll shots from
the floor, including a career-high six 3pointers.
If you didn't get a chance to watch the
game, which was televised by Fox Sports
Net as part of the MAC TV Game of the
Week, you missed something Prochaska
has been progressively doing since the
I

beginning of her Falcon career — inking
her name into the BG record books.
Sure, her numbers are staggering, but
what's shocking about her numbers is the
pace at which she is setting them.
A 3-pointer shy of tying Liz Honegger
for the school record of 3-pointers made,
Prochaska's 215 thus far took just 92 games
to reach.
Honegger's 216 came on 128 games
played — a 36-game difference.
With a Wednesday matchup at
Central Michigan, Prochaska will more
than likely tie, and eventually break,
BG's all-time record for 3-pointers
made and in far fewer games.
See COLUMN | Page 7
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Stallworth released after
one season with Browns
Cleveland (AP) —The Browns
released the troubled wide
receiver yeserday, wasting little
time after NFL Commissioner
Roger Goodell said Friday that
Stallworth would be reinstated
following the Super Bowl.
Stallworth was suspended
for the 2009 season by Goodell
after he pleaded guilty to killing a pedestrian while driving
drunk in Florida.
He spent 24 days in jail.
"1 think he's in a better place
than he was," Goodell said on
Friday, adding that he met with
Stallworth about a month ago.
"1 think he recognizes what he
did and the horrific nature and
the unfortunate outcome, and
I think he's prepared himself to
get back in and play."
Stallworth, 29, spent one season with the Browns, catching
17 passes for 170 yards and one
touchdown in 2008 while bat-

tling injuries.
A college star at Tennessee,
he has also played with New
England, Philadelphia and New
Orleans since the Saints drafted
him in the first round in 2002.
Browns coach Eric Mangini
dodged questions about
Stallworth's future with the
team throughout the season.
Since then, Mike Holmgren
took over as president of the
Browns.
The team released a one sentence statement yesterday stating Stallworth's contract had
been terminated.
Stallworth struck 59-year old
crane operator Mario Reyes the
morning of March 14 in Miami.
He pleaded guilty lune 16 to
Dill manslaughter, a seconddegree felony, and was suspended by Goodell two days
later.
"I will carry the burden of Mr.

'W'

Donte
Stallworth
Spent a season with
the Browns before
missing last season

Reyes' death for the rest of my
life," Stallworth said in a statement at the time. "1 urge NFI.
fans not to judge NFI. players
or me based on my tragic lapse
in judgment. I am a good person who did a bad thing. I will
use the period of my suspension to reflect, fulfill my obligations, and use this experience
to make a positive impact on
the lives of those who look up
to NFL players."
Stallworth signed a sevenyear, S35 million contract with
Cleveland in 2008 and received
a $4.5 million bonus the night
before the crash.

Quicken Loans Arena
removes water fountains
By Meghan Birr
The Associated Press

Thirsty basketball fans cheering on the Cleveland Cavaliers
will have to wait at a concession stand the next time they
want a sip of water.
Citing concerns over swine
flu, the team said yesterday
that all drinking water fountains have been removed
from Quicken Loans Arena to
reduce the spread of bacteria
and communicable diseases,
Thefountains were removed
in November, said team
spokesman Tad Carper. Fans
who want a drink of water can
now get a 9-ounce cup for free
at the concession stand or pay
$4 for bottled water.

"This was done in an effort
to foster the most health-safe
environment we felt we could
provide for our fans," Carper
said in an e-mailed statement.
Carper said he's not aware
of any other NBA teams who
have removed water fountains from their arenas. He
said the team has also significantly increased its cleaning
and sanitization procedures
throughout the arena in light
of what he called the "national health landscape."
Carper said the decision
was based on information
from several qualified sources, though he did not specify
the sources.
Removing the fountains
was not an attempt to force
fans to purchase bottled water,

"This was done in
an effort to foster
the most health-safe
environment we felt
we could provide for
our fans."
Tad Carper| Team spokesman
Carper said.
The team did not consult
the city's health department, which does not recommend removing fountains
as a health precaution, said
department director Matt
Carroll.
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

Did You Know...

J^^

Hummingbirds
are the only
animals able to fly
backwards

BRAIN TEASERS
Using the grid below, how many words can you find? Each word must contain the central H and no letter
can be used twice. The letters do not have to be connected. Proper nouns are not allowed, howeuer, plurals
are. There Is at least one nine letter word.
Excellent: 24 words. Good: 19 words. Average: 14 words.
USE THE SPACE BELOW TO WRITE
YOUR ANSWERS

WE SG NEWS

DRIVE: Lauren P'ochaska looks to drive to the lane m a game against Northern Illinois earlier this season.

COLUMN
From Page 6
With 215 3-pointers come a lot
of |M)ints and Prochaska is quickly moving up on the B(i career
scoring lisl as well.
Hnding her sophomore
campaign 19th in school
history with 1,(190 points.
Prochaska is currently sixth
all-time with 1,528 points.
recently passing Honegger's
mark of 1,522 points.
Prochaska has moved ahead 13
spots since the end of last season

"Her personal accolades are astonishing,
and what's scary is that she's still only a
junior."
and again, the pace she is moving on the list is remarkable
compared lo her contenders.
Prochaskas 1,528 career
points in 92 games is 36 games
belter than Honegger's mark of
1,522 points.
lackie Motycka, who is first
on BG's career scoring lisl with

2.122 points, played 117 games
to reach that mark.
Needing 594 points to tie
Motycka's point total, it's no
secret Prochaska will eventually move into first place on the
scoring lisl if she continues her
pace, and who knows, she may
even break ii in fewer games.

Did tjou know...
Chickens can't swallow while

th e!i are

ups ide-d own
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GOOD LUCK!

THE CORNER OF CLOUGH AND MERCER, ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

ANSWERS

UNIVERSITY COURTS

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
FOR FALL 2010
COLUMBIA
COURTS
903-935 Thurstln

' 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
' Starting at'
+ utilities
• On-site laundry
' Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
• Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost

HEINZ APTS
451 & 424 Frazee
808 & 818 N. Enterprise

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
' Starting at
+ utilities
• On-site laundry
' Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
■ Plenty of parking

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE
506 & 514 N. Enterprise

■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
• Starting at ^ $93o°V
♦ utilities
■2f*rn"'nth
1
On-site laundry
■ Air Conditioning
■ Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
■ Plenty of parking

FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
Hours
Monil.iy Friday 9am 5pm
Saturday tOam 3pm

445 E WooslerSI
Bowling Green. OH 43402
419-352-0717
iiiui (|iof:nl)(i,n ronlnls com

One & Two Bedroom Apartments
•

Generous Utility Package Included
(gas, water, sewer, trash and 77
channel cablevision)
• Flexible Leases
• Furnished Available
• Tenant Friendly
• 24 hour

STATE
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Veteran Ohio
regulator appointed
to utilities post

Police: Ohio girl
dies after fall
into snow bank

Ohioan gets
44 years for
standoff

COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP)
- Ohio Gov Ted Strickland has
promoted a veteran staff member
at the Public Utilities Commission
of Ohio to one of the agency's
appointed commissioners.

ASHLAND. Ohio (AP)-Police
say an 8-year-old Ohio girl died
after falling into a hole she dug while
playing in a snow bank in front of her
family's home

TOLEDO. Ohio (AP)-An
Ohio man has been sentenced to
44 years in prison for holding his
wife at gunpoint at a retirement
home where she worked.

Ashland police Sgt. Joel Icenhour
(EYEZ'-en-hower) says Emily
Kramer was playing alone Sunday
afternoon when she fell headfirst
into the hole and could not free
herself.

Police said Michael Swiergosz
(SWEER'-gohz) was distraught
over his pending divorce when he
went to the assisted-living center.
pointed a gun at an employee
and told her to call his wife. The
April 28 standoff at the Sunset
House in Toledo went on for five
hours

Strickland named Steven Lesser
to a commissioners' post yesterday
for a five-year term beginning in
April.
The 57-year-old Lesser of Bexley
in suburban Columbus is currently
chief of staff at the PUCO and has
been an employee of the agency in
different capacities for 30 years.
The PUCO regulates natural gas.
electric, phone, truck, rail, waste
and waste water companies in the
state.
Lesser will earn $120,000 a year
He replaces outgoing commissioner Ronda Hartman Fergus

.
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He says the girl's father had been
outside with her earlier and returned
to pull her out of the snow and find
her unconscious.
The girl was taken to Samaritan
Regional Health System, where she
was pronounced dead
Icenhour says the girl's waist had
blocked her access to ait. and she
had kicked off one of her boots. She
dug the 12-inch to 15-inch-wide hole
with a larger shovel, and a small sand
shovel was found inside.
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YOUNGSTOWN.OhiotAP)
- A state lawmaker from northeast
Ohio says a punch to the face left
him unconscious on the floor of a
Youngstown restaurant

Ohio condo wall
collapse smashes
10 cars
CINCINNATI (AP)-An aging
I0-foot-high retaining wall has collapsed in the Cincinnati suburbs.
damaging 10 cars and pushing
another about 10 feet.

Democratic state Rep. Robert
Hagan said he was assaulted
Sunday at the Lemon Grove Cafe.
Hagan said a man asked him to
step out of the way of his view
of belly dancers on stage and
then taunted him with offensive
language

Officials of the Cedar Hill
Condominiums in Green Township

Hagan responded. 'Back away.
man.- and said he got slugged.
Hagan said he reguired 11 stitches
to close a cut chin.

A condo official's Ford Focus was
totaled: damage estimates for the
other vehicles weren't immediately
known.

west of Cincinnati the weight of
weekend snow might have spurred
the collapse early Saturday. They
say the condo board had recently
been discussing raising fees to
replace the wall.

Police arrested 30-year-old
Dorian Thomas on a charge of
assault and booked him into the
Mahoning County Jail Court
records don't reflect an attorney
representing him and directory
assistance said a phone listing
under his name is unpublished.

COMMUNITY HIGHLIGHTS:

Upgraded clubhouse
BBQ grills and picnic area
Spacious fitness center
Spa-like tanning room
Relaxing pool furniture
Basketball court
Spacious hot tub
24-hour computer center
On-site management and maintenance
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WIRE
SOURCES

On the witness stand last
month. Swiergosz said he never
intended to use the gun but
only brought it to get his wife's
attention.
At his sentencing hearing
Monday he apologized and said
he wants an opportunity to be
a father again. His attorney says
he'll appeal the judge's sentence.
A Lucas County Common
Pleas Court jury convicted
Swiergosz Jan. 28 of charges
including felonious assault, kidnapping and rape.

Ohio lawmaker says
he was punched
at restaurant

□
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NEW RICHMOND, Ohio (AP)
- A fire official in southwest Ohio
says a high school was evacuated
and five students were taken to
hospitals after about 13 complained of feeling lightheaded
The conditions of the New
Richmond High School students
taken to hospitals were not immediately available. New Richmond
Fire Chief Mark Baird says eight
additional students were treated at
the scene
Superintendent Tom Dutbin
of the New Richmond Exempted
Village School District said about
four students in a musk classroom
became lightheaded yesterday
afternoon and a few other students later complained of the
same symptoms.
Baird says fire officials could not
determine a cause.
Dutbin says the music room is
being checked thoroughly and the
students will be moved to another
room until the cause of the symptoms is found

APARTMENT FEATURES:

Individual leases
Individual bedrooms
Individual bathrooms in ALL units
Spacious living rooms
Furnished units available
Washer and dryer in each unit
High-speed Internet
Roommate matching
Full kitchens

School evacuated,
students feel
lightheaded
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Newer Construction
Two Story duplexes
3 Bedrooms 2 Baths
On site Laundry
3 Unrelated Tenants
9.5 & 12 Month Leases
Ceramic Tile
$760/mo 3 people+253/mo
(419)535-5800
www.meccabg.com

■L
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Ultimate Student Living
912

KLOTZ ROAD

•

BOWLING GREEN,

■

Management Inc.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

..troents

OH 43402

419-353-4316
www.enclaueSapis.com

• SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
• EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES

"Home away from Home"
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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Balloon boy dad
transferred to start
work-release

34 recovering from
carbon monoxide
at Pa. church

Man arrested after
Detroit airport
security breach

Rep. John Murtha,
Iraq war critic, dies
at 77

'FORT COLLINS. Colo. (AP)
The man who pleaded guilty in the
balloon boy hoax has been released
from a Colorado jail to serve the
rest of his sentence in a workrelease program.

SUGAR GROVE. Pa (AP)Thirty-four people are recovering from
carbon monoxide poisoning apparently caused by a blocked chimney in
a northwestern Pennsylvania church

ROMULUS.Mich (AP)-A
poition of a terminal at Detroit
Metropolitan Airport was evacuated
yesterday after a man without a
boarding pass walked through a
passenger screening checkpoint
and refused to obey security officers, officials said.

HARRISBURG.Pa.(AP)-Rep.
John Murtha. the tall, gruff-mannered former Marine who became
the de lacto voice of veterans on
Capitol Hill and later an outspoken
and influential critic of the Iraq
War. died yesterday

The adults and children who got
skk were attending church services
and a social hour Sunday morning
at Hessel Valley Lutheran Church
in Sugar Grove Township about 115
miles northeast of Pittsburgh near the
New York border

Larimer County sheriff's office
spokeswoman Eloise Campanella
says Richard Heene was transferred
Sunday and is expected to work
during the day. then spend nights
at a work-release dormitory She
didn t have information Monday on
where hell work.

The man failed to stop at
about 7:45 a.m. at the McNamara
Terminal, the Transportation
Security Administration said He
was arrested by airport police, who
used a stun gun to subdue him. airport spokesman Mike Conway said

Church member Verne Ekdahl says
a young woman passed out during
the church service and the church was
evacuated when several others fell ill
during the social hour

Heene started serving a 90-day
sentence Jan II after pleading
guilty to falsely influencing the
sheriff. His wife. Mayumt, pleaded
guilty to filing a false report and
must serve 20 days in jail.

"The Transportation Security
Administration asked him to stop
and he didn't comply." Conway said.

Most were taken to Warren
General Hospital, where four had to
be flown to Pittsburgh for treatment.
and six others to Women's Christian
Association Hospital in Jamestown.

Sheriff's officials say the couple's
report Oct 15 that their young son
had floated away in a UFO-shaped
helium balloon was a hoax.

The man was questioned and
was being held yesterday pending
possible charges, Conway said. The
FBI also was looking into the security breach, said FBI spokeswoman
Sandra Berchtold, but she couldnt
release details.

NY.
Hospital officials say everyone is
expected to recover

Murtha "was the first Vietnam
veteran to serve in Congress, and
he was incredibly effective in
his service in the House." said
Rep. David Obey, a Democrat
and chairman of the House
Appropriations Committee. He
understood the misery of war
Every person who serves in the
military has lost an advocate and a
good friend today.
He was 77. The Pennsylvania
Democrat had been suffering from
complications from gallbladder
surgery.
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

He died at Virginia Hospital
Center in Arlington. Va.. with his
family at his bedside, the hospital
said.
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Create and solve your
SudoKu puzzles for FREE.
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Government shut down as DC, region dig out of snow
Historic winter storm shuts down schools, limits travel throughout the nation's capital; more snow expected within next few days
By Brclt Zonqkcr

when they might get out.
Mark Burroughs, the mayor of
DentOfl, Texas, needed to be back
WASHINGTON — Federal work- for a vote Tuesday, but he and
ers and school children got a day his wife, Annie, were on standby.
off yesterday as the Mid-Atlantic They made it to a weekend snowregion dug out from as much as ball fight in Dupont Circle that
3 feet of snow that made travel they called "great fun," but yesternearly impossible and knocked day they were ready to go home.
"I saw on the news Thursday
out power to tens of thousands
night that the snow was coming,
of people.
Federal agencies that employ so like masochists, we got on an
230,000 in Washington were airplane and came here," Annie
closed, as were many local gov- Burroughs joked.
lust getting to the airport was
ernments, businesses and school
districts. Utilities warned it could a challenge for others. Chris
be days before power is restored Vaughn of Washington managed to rebook a flight to Park
to everyone.
With more snow expected City, Utah, that had been cantoday-anil tomorrow — as much celed Friday, but his shuttle driver
as a foot in some places and called yesterday to say the comclose to another foot and a half in pany was canceling all pickups.
Philadelphia — stranded travel- One cab company wanted SI00
ers wondered when they might to take him to the airport, and
another was charging $50 for a
escape the icy, gray mess.
At Washington's Reagan cab ride that would usually cost
National Airport, where flights less than $20.
"I'm done with city, urban
had resumed after more than
two days, the "on time" flights snow life." Vaughan said, walking
on the departure board start- through the airport with his ski
ed to outnumber the canceled boots over his shoulder. "I don't
ones by mid-afternoon. But want to be part of any more of
many people still didn't know that."
The Associated Press

for the express purpose of resolving to recess for 24 hours.
Majority Leader Harry Reid,
wearing a V-neck sweater over
his usual shirt and tie, said it was
difficult for him and anyone not
living on Capitol Hill to make
it to work given the minimally
cleared streets and a subway
system that was running on a
very limited basis.
Virginia Democrat Mark Warner,
who arrived from a nearby suburb in a suit and what looked like
galoshes, gaveled the chamber in
and out of session. The third senator present for the formality was
newly sworn in Massachusetts
Republican Scott Brown.
In Falls Church, Va., a
Washington suburb, )eff Parmore,
43, was dinging out his leep. The
State Department employee had
the day off, but his family was
running low on supplies — particularly milk for his three young
children.
Patmore said he attempted
a grocery run during the storm
Saturday, but didn't make it far.
"I thought my car could do
anything, and I was wrong," he
said. "My wonderful neighbors
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Delays
and
cancellations remained a problem
at
Baltimore-Washington
International
Thurgood
Marshall Airport and Dulles
International Airport as well.
Travelers were havinga bit more
luck at Union Station, which was
bustling yesterday. Passengers,
many of whom decided to try
Amtrak after flights were canceled, stood in long lines to board
northbound trains.
Among them was Manuel
Bernardo, 30, of Bethesda, Md„
who was on his way to Barcelona,
Spain. He bought a pricey train
ticket from D.C to New York after
his flight was canceled and was
hoping to make it there in time to
catch his flight to Madrid.
"Until this morning, I was
happy as pie, because 1 love
snow," he said.
The charming sight of crosscountry skiers gliding around
monuments and people throwing snowballs had given way to
images of people huddled next
to fireplaces or hunched over
snow shovels.
The snowbound U.S. Senate
met for a few minutes yesterday

IN THE AIR

165 South Main St
Downtown B G
419-352 6395
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U R MY LOVE
$29.95
love ii printed
on inn red vase
that showcases
a romantic
onangememot
tod town & whlto
geibero daisy 1
i letting youi Valentine
know exactly how
youteeil

lust the 2 of Us
$25.85

Let's Go Ape

$21.95

$16.95

tucked into a
evtadetvate
your valentine
win find o (peck*
onoooe ment oi
white snapdragons.
pin* tulips ana 2 rea
rose* accented
with a dooDie ted
heati p*c.

Voui Valentino
win smile with an
orange, green.
pink or purple
■tutted Ape who's
hugging a vote
o' 7 mote rang
roses What a fun
way to say Happy
Valentines i

We found a bilghf
red Dog. imprinted
with *love." Wo
r, iieo li with a live
ivy plant, fresh
white daisy'* and
lopped n with
a mini Happy
Valentino's Day
ooiloon

Bag of Love

Start your Valentine weekend off right ~ with flowers for
Valentine's Day. Sunday Feb. 14m!
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'adaincjton
jewelers 24tgotd
139 S. Main St.
coCored TOSZS
419-354-3554
$80
waddingtonjeweters. com
( Next to Panera )

Did you know.,
The first toilet
ever seen on
television was
on "Leave It To
Beaver."

dug me out. and 1 limped back
with my pride injured but everything else intact."
The National Weather Service
called the storm historic and
reported a foot of snow in parts
of Ohio and two feet or more in
Washington, Delaware, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania. Parts ofVirgjnia,
Maryland and West Virginia got
closer to three feet.
Forecasters expect highs in the
low- to mid-30s for the next few
days, and yesterday's sunshine
hopefully helped melt some of
the snow before more arrives, said
weather service meteorologist
Bryan lackson.
Weather service forecaster ! Thursdays only, must present (oupon with putte
Bruce Sullivan said the next storm
Is expected to begin late this afternoon and go through midday
tomorrow. Hardest hit could be
central and northern Maryland,
737 S. Main St !
northern Delaware and parts of 1V419.352.8639www.southside6.com
J
New lersey and Pennsylvania.
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ODD BRIEFS
Police: Man tries
to buy crack
with credit card

Ohio strip club
hosts 'Lap dances
for Haiti'

The Daily Crossword Fix
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Cow tips man
and steps on him
at UT campus

M

131

R

then reporting it stolen remains in

Haitian earthquake relief during

but a cow tipped a person in

custody after telling police he was

what was billed as "Lap dances

Knoxville. Then it stepped on

robbed at gunpoint while trying

for Haiti."

him An ambulance was called

R

to the University of Tennessee

si

agriculture campus Friday morn-

IH"

reported Thursday night that a 2003
Chevrolet Malibu had been stolen.

donated the $10 cover charges

ing Fire Department Capt. D.J.

collected Saturday to ISOH (l-S-

Corcoran told The Knoxville News

0-H)/IMPACT. an organization
based in suburban Perrysburg

Sentinel fust responders found a

that provides food and clothing

40 to 50-year-old man who said

M

Lapeer. about 50 miles north-notth-

for Haiti

he was working with cattle in a pen
when one knocked him down and

Marilyn's general manager

The suspect is being lodged at the
Genesee County Jail.

stepped on his chest.
Corcoran said the man was alert

reason to hold a charity fundraiser

and joking about being stepped

even before the quake, as a way

on by a cow as he was put in an
ambulance He was taken to UT

to improve its image He says you

Medical Center to be examined as

don't hear much about strip clubs

a precaution

giving back to the community.

Cow tipping, or pushing over a

ISOH/iMPACT CEO Linda
Greene doesnt have a problem

dozing bovine, is largely discounted

with where the money came from.

as a myth, much like snipe hunting.

She says her group appreciates
any donations to help Haiti.

Mumbling, fumbling,
bumbling robber
fails twice

accused of surreptitiously killing

tried to rob two Memphis credit

a series of his girlfriend's cats has

and crannies of a car sound like a

unions. She fled empty-handed

admitted slaying one of them, a

small-animal zoo. He's fished mice,

both times. The Commercial Appeal

kitten found with a broken neck

snakes and rabbits out of auto-

terday to charges including aggra-

Underwoods Thursday auto safari

dark clothing with a red scarf.

vated animal cruelty His case is

had a happy ending
The Galesburg mechanic said

set to be closed without jail time

would-be robber's mumbled com-

or probation if he attends therapy

he spent 90 minutes tearing apart

mands m her first attempt Tuesday.

and meets other conditions

the dashboard ol a van belonging
to an animal shelter before finding

In the plea deal, the 56-year-

holdup note at the teller, then ran

old Lynde acknowledged killing a

a kitten Shelter workers tried on

from the building.

kitten named Bonafide in January

their own to reach the kitten for

2009 He was initially charged

more than a day before calling on
Underwood.

A few hours later at another credit
union, a teller asked a woman sev-

with killing five of his now-ex-

eral times if she needed help as the

girlfrrend's pets and torturing a

woman fumbled in her purse, then

sixth cat.

handed over a note. When she also
pulled a gun. the teller left
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ACROSS

1 Tnp with much hardship
5 Ampule
9 Bikini blast, briefly
14 Prefix with port
15 FAQ responses, e.g.
16 Belittle
17 Send out
18 "Gosh darn it!"
19 Language that gives us "floe"
20 Music lessons for Bill Clinton?
23 Oscar-winning role for Forest
24 PC backup key
25 Corrosion-resistant metal
29 Letter flourish
31 Sgt. Snorkel's pooch
33 An A will usually raise it: Abbr.
34 Science opening?
36 Most congenial
39 Documentary about Chicago's
relationship with its team?
42 Event with a pinata
43 Stuffing stuff

32 Carryalls
35 Lacking capacity

52 Henry Blake's title on
"M'A'S'H"

37 2002 movie with
Manny the Mammoth
38 Newspaper concern,
esp. lately
39 Bold Ruler, to
Secretariat

53
55
58
59
60

44 "Exodus" hero
45 At the top of the heap
47 Roman __: thinly disguised
fiction
51 Often scandalous book genre j
54 Dawdle behind
56 Old name of Tokyo
57 More equitable of two civil
case juries?
60 With alacrity
63 Ruminate
64 Prefix with dextrous
65 Its capital is Apia
66 Performing _
67 Despicable
68 Almost boil
69 Political cartoonist Thomas
70 Israeli statesman Weizman
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"10-11 s y leases/apts, houses, efts
930 E Woosler avail Again 6 bdrm
Carlyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p.

House lor Rent: 225 Palmer Ave,
3BR, 1 bath
Call 419-353-5078

1 & 2 BR apts, close to campus.
available NOW. May 8 August
Call 419-708-9981

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2. M-F.
www.bgaparlments.com

1BR. 3rd St. S345/mo ♦ elec.
No security dep. required
Call 313-523-9887

Help Wanted

2BR apts. 4th SI, pets OK reduced
price. S490/mo +gas/elec. water Incl.
Call 419-409-1110 Of 419-352-4456

Experienced siller w' felerences in
Perrysburg home. 1 day a week
Non-smoker. Call 419-874-8816

2010-2011. 1 &2BR. Mayor Aug
1 S 2 BR avail, now. short & long
term. For more into call 354-9740
or contact ghoverson@woh.rr.com

3 BR apts. recently updated!
619 High St, BG Available May.
Small pels OK. call 419-308-3525.
3 BR townhouses, lease lor 2010s/y.
Scott Hamilton St. 4lh Si & 5th St
Clean and well maintained.
Call 419-409-1110 Of 419-352-4456
3BR house. 423 Clough St.
SlOOO/mo. avail May '10.

•"Avail now 1 & 2 apts,
EN low as $275.
Cartyrenlals com 353-0325 9a-9p

DID YOU KNOW...
There is a Ding Dong, Texas.
Ding Dong is an unincorporated
community in Central Texas. It is
situated on the Lampasas River,
eight miles south of Killeen in
southwestern Bell County

12 month leases slarling May 2010:
122 N. Enterprise - 1BR Duplex.
$390/mo + ulil.
322 E. Court- IBRapt.
S440/mo includes all util.
226 N Enterprise - 2BR Duplex.
S730/mo.
525 Manville - 3BR House.
$700/mo + util.
837 3rd St - 3BR Duplex,
$870/mo -eutil.
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917

Call 419-354-0099
3BR, each w/ private full bath.
close to campus. S950/mo.
Call 419-708-9981

Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory
www.bgviews.com
NEW REDUCED RENT
HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
May Lease 2010-2011
133 1/2 S College - 3br 2 ba $950/m.
2 Orchard Cirde - 4br 2 ba $1050/m,
824 5th St - 4 br 2 ba S1000/mo.
August Lease 2010-2011
227 S. College - 3 br 1ba $950/mo,
402 S. College - 3 br 1 ba S825/mo,
241 Manville - 4br 2 ba S850/mo.
FROBOSE RENTALS
500 Lehman Ave. 419-352-6064
www.froboserentals.com
Housing Directory www.bgviews.com
Shamrock Studios
Winter Special on Studio Apt
Semester leases, S425/mo, lurn.
We provide all util, cable. WiFi.
Call 354-0070 or ShamrockBG.com
Want 1 or 2 roommates, 4BR house.
2 cat garage. 2 1/2 baths. W/D,
$350/mo ea+ util, call 330-410-4514.
www.meccabg com
Mecca Management. Inc.
419-353-5800

424 E. Woosler. Lg 3 BR apt, great
location, avail Fall 2010 S950/mo.
utils incl Call 419-352-5882
426 E Woosler, large 1 BR apt.
Avail Fall 2010. S475/mo. utils incl.
Call 419-352-5882
437 N Enterprise. 2BR house,
new inside, clean, avail 5/20/10
S750/mo. call 419-352-5882

VILLAGE

APARTMENTS

* Apartments Available *
* Minutes from BGSU *
* Pet friendly community *
* Gas included *

P^T!^"

looms equity

SPECIAL SPRING
RATES AVAILABLE!

fridge & microwave
Flowers
don't lasle
as good

I -2 Bedroom Apartments

as pizza

*^L«''

The difference
between a career
and a purpose is
about 8,000 miles.

Now Open
Saturdays ■
10-3! I

:

REE HEAT-

N

~n

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

• Free cable TV

r=j

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

Learn more about the Peace Corps.
Attend an information session.

$439.00/month

unvn MAUfttK

mii*8.t 'IB II il
FfM Delivery rjeSOrrw.)
Open 4pm weekdays lunch weekend*

203 N. MAIN.BG
419 352-5166

429.352.5212

NOW OPEN

^e^dif^orriim
419-906-4729

Tuesday, February 9th
6:30 p.m.
Olscamp Hall, Room 111

R/CGESr

•WE DELIVER*

BURR/TO

- Buy Two Burntos -

ALLOWED
BILfiVJ

(get 1 FREE bag of chips)
^

800.424.8580 | www.peacecorps.gov

SUN-WED:! 1AM-l?AM • THUR-SAT: 11AM 3AM

Life is calling. How far will you go?

425 E. WOOSTER • BEHIND THE NEW DOMINO'S

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

520 E. Reed St. $525/month tpius electric) 1
525 E. Merry St. $525/month (plus eiectrici l

419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

507 E. Merry St. $525/month (plus eiectrici
1

i

4»9-352-633g

Right Across from BGSUI

f XPiKES ? . .' 10

419-353-7715

Located at:

• Free local calls
maker available in room

'Heart-Shaped"
Pizza

On selected floor plans

• Pets welcome!

• King or 2 double beds,

• Hair dryer & coffee

From Only $504!

• Spacious kitchen

1 3 H

For Rent

For Rent

• Patio
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For Rent

2 rooms lof rent in house, utils incl.
Furn. rooms w/ TV. W/D, clean &
quiet. S250/mo Larry -419-354-6117

IBARTENDING' up to S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exl 174.

and fell, dropped her gun - then got

• Private entrance
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Tile Bti News tesetie* the tight tu .Inline,
ilisniniiiiiie or revise any adveillseineni
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nature. All advertisement., ate sub|ecl In
cdiling and approval.

Someone at the dealership adopted

Authorities say the unsuspectcats to replace the ones that died

• Ground floor ranch

Good place to get?
"Give it
P
Surrounding glow
Uninhibited party
The law, according to
Mr. Bumble
61 Lobbying gp.
62 Org. for GPs

x s 3 i H|I v i A|» 3 a X

And the good luck didn't end
there for kitten, now named Dash.

ing woman kept adopting new

The woman ran outside, tripped

■

"'

mobiles - some alive, some not.

' Sean Lynde pleaded guilty yes-

black or Hispanic woman dressed in

Police said the woman threw a

■

GALESBURG. Ill (AP)

lacking in a woman who police said

A teller couldn't understand the

n
r^B

- Central Illinois mechanic Dana

York City graphic designer

Underwood makes the nooks

reported the suspect is a short, thin

I

t One of Luther's 95
2 Like "The Day the Earth
Stood Still." in 2008
3 Alchemist's creation
4 Hawk family bird
5 High-tech invader
6 Of one mind
7 Aptly named shaving lotion
8 Became unhinged
9 Capital on the Red River
10 Govt. security
11 Otologist's concern
12 Org. dodged by draft 40 Versailles eye
dodgers
41 Schedules of
I 13 Dnver's starting point
problems to be
dealt with
21 Take down
22 Did a laundry chore
42 More than plump
26 "_ a Kick Out
46 Jenna of "Dharma &
of You": Cole Porter
Greg"
48 Musical based on an
27 " -daisy!"
28 Welcome spot
1862 novel, for short
49 Safe to put away
30 "What You Need"
5,0 More artful
band

III. kitten pulled
from dash gets
new home, name

NYC man pleads
guilty to killing
girlfriend's cat
NEW YORK (AP)-A New

MEMPHIS. Tenn. (AP)
- Communication skills were clearly

f

i]

Kenny Soprano says his establishment had been looking for a

No further details were released

—

II

n

vehicle was previously stolen out of
west of Detroit.

■'.

.14

33
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Police reports indicated the

r^H"
37
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KNOXVILLE. Tenn.(AP)
- People probably can't tip cows,

1'

19

23
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TOLEDO. Ohio (AP)-A strip
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club in Ohio has raised $1,000 for

card. The Flint Journal said the man

"

||

"
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FLINT. Mich. (AP) - Authorities

Marilyn's on Monroe in Toledo

1

IB

said a man accused of stealing a car

to buy crack cocaine with a credit

~
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IURCES

1

Pregnancy Tests

' Post Aborlion Counseling
i Pregnancy Support
1

Material Assistance

Reliable information on all options.
Please all lor an appointment.
441 Ftazee 419.354.4673
www bgpc.org
M-Th |10-5), Fri (10-1)

1

• Two bedroom apartments

1

• Close to Campus
• Furnished/Unfurnished

;

■
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